
In the lead-up to each issue, we challenge emerging designers to 
respond to the Frame Lab theme with a forward-looking concept. 
Periods of social distancing have reemphasized the importance 
of community and belonging. Within the retail industry this has 
reignited an appreciation for local brands and neigbourhood(-led) 
initiatives. How should retailers continue to respond to the 
consumer’s heightened desire for connectivity, while fostering 
a sense of togetherness and localizing their presence? And can 
commerce ultimately be placed in the hands of the communities 
it serves? We asked three creatives to share their ideas.
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movement enabled by a multi-deployable 
architecture framework that ensures the 
scheme’s affordability and adaptability over 
time. A lightweight and modular kit-of-parts 
system allows for buildings to adapt to their 
occupants’ needs and thus facilitate future 
authorship. My idea grants residents a sense 
of collective ownership and shared facilities 
that will grow and evolve as the needs of their 
community change. 

How sustainable is the project?
Common Ground is an idea born out of the 
climate emergency. The project recognizes 
the benefits of finding new ways to live more 
locally and more sustainably. In terms of 
building, the kit-of-parts system opts for 
natural materials – a timber frame, hempcrete 
panels and hemp-resin cladding. It’s easily 
demountable as well, with the intention that 
at the end of its life, the building fabric  
will be recycled and returned to the earth.  
A fabric-first approach ensures that the focus 
lies on reducing heat loss, resulting in low-
carbon, sustainable buildings that are afford-
able to heat. 

What’s your ultimate goal?
The lasting impact of the Common Ground 
project is in its positioning as an archetype 
proposal, where the precedent of intervention 
has the potential to demonstrate the extensive 
social and economic benefits of putting the 
‘commons’ in the hands of the communities 
that inhabit them.•

Your project Common Ground unites 
commerce and community space.  
In what way? 
JB: My project seeks to appraise the value of 
existing wasteful and undervalued public 
spaces that intervene estate housing by 
proposing the ‘common-ing’ of shared public 
space for public good. By this I mean grant-
ing residents agency over public realms and 
allowing them to become the authors of 
these reclaimed spaces – as well as their own 
futures in them. This new ‘common ground’ 
will become the centre of (social) life in a 
community. 

So where does the commerce part 
come in?
I envisioned Common Ground as an ecosys-
tem within which business, craft, learning and 
human connection can flourish. Affordable 
workspace units will provide residents with an 
infinite number of possibilities and opportuni-
ties. Think of places for craftspeople and art-
ists to thrive, places to start businesses, places 
to sell goods and services, or places to learn. 
Residents might set up upcycled clothes shops, 
hair salons, repair and pottery workshops, 
a small kiosk, laundrette, or choose to form 
community-led day nurseries. Larger breakout 
spaces can function as places for exhibitions, 
performances, classes, shared working and  
all kinds of social get-togethers. 

How will these spaces be realized?
Through a community-based, self-build 

Holding an MArch in Designing 
Architecture from The London 
School of Architecture, Jack Banting 
currently works as an architectural 
assistant at London-based 
architecture and design practice 
IF_DO.

Common Ground employs a kit 
of architectural parts to increase 
the agility of public space. 

JACK BANTING marries community 
and commerce by granting local 
residents agency over the public 
spaces they inhabit 
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